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“James!” shouts Derek behind me. “Check out this stupid monkey!” 

 

Derek, one of my friends, is a short, stocky kid with very short cut black hair that likes to wear cargo 

shorts and baggy t-shirts. Currently he’s making faces at a blue-bottomed baboon, and its making faces 

right back.  

 

“Yea,” I agree. “Stupid.” 

 

My other friend, a tall skinny dude we all call the “G” man because his name is Greg, walks up behind 

me with a hotdog in his mouth. He has long, dirty hair down past his shoulders and a well-trimmed but 

large goatee. 

 

“Like a mirror ain’t it?” he says with his mouth full. 

 

Derek stops making faces, and sneers at Greg. 

 

“More like your mom!” he cleverly retorts.  

 

“Hey, cut it out and come over here,” I yell, not taking my eyes off the exhibit. 

 

“What?” both Derek and Greg shout back simultaneously. 

 

“Just look,” I repeat, gesturing to the animals. “They’ve got three full-grown male lions all in the same 

exhibit! How are they not killing each other?” 

 

“Maybe they got their balls cut off,” says Derek with a laugh. 

 

“Yea,” joins in Greg. “They must think they’re sisters! Whoever heard of a castrated lion?” 

 

The both of them have gotten very loud and are getting weird looks, their barking laughter ringing out 

across the zoo. I tolerate it, they can’t help being what they are, and to be honest it is rather funny. 

 

Watching the lions though, I can’t help but feel slightly unnerved by their eyes. They’re watching us 

intently, and ignoring all the other tourists. I ignore it. 



 

“Hey!” shouts an elderly man in a blue janitorial uniform. “Keep it down. You’re disturbing everyone.” 

 

As if to confirm this, a family of four moves past us quickly, pointedly avoiding the exhibit we’re 

‘disrupting’.  

 

“Yea, so?” I retort, moving up closer to the old man. I can feel Derek and Greg behind me. “What’s it to 

you?” 

 

“Have you no manners? Have you no self-respect? Why are you hooligans behaving so foolishly?” 

 

“We’re just having some fun,” I say innocently, then, “But who’s really the foolish one here?” 

 

Derek and Greg have fanned out behind the old janitor. To his credit, he really doesn’t look scared. 

Perhaps it’s because he believes he’s safe in such a public place. 

 

Out of the corner of my eye I spot an officer of the peace heading this way. Time to cut this short. 

 

“Later pops,” I scoff, brushing past the old man. We all fan out into the crowd around the concession 

stands, then regroup at the fountain in the middle. 

 

 

 

“Can you believe the arrogance of that old geezer?” storms Greg as he stomps up to the fountain. 

 

“Yea!” shouts Derek as he walks up as well. “Who does he think he is to talk to us like that? All smug and 

shit. The guy’s so full of himself!” 

 

“Relax guys,” I say, holding up my hands. “We’ve got his number. I say we stick around until the place 

closes up and give the dude a scare.” 

 

“Sounds like a plan,” says Derek, smiling at the thought of tonight’s ‘fun’. “Teach him a thing or two 

about picking his battles better.” 

 

“I’m in,” agrees Greg. “When we’re done he’ll wish he had just kept to himself.” 

 

“Good. Meet back here in an hour. Try to stay out of sight after the park closes.” 

 

And with that we split up and wait for the crowds to clear. I eat a few hotdogs to pass the minutes. 

 

*** 

 



 

It’s surprisingly easy to skirt the employees as they close up the exhibits and all head home. Almost too 

easy in fact. I was half expecting a challenge, but I ended up just relaxing in a corner watching everybody 

leave through the gate. It’s getting dark, and now it’s time to find the janitor before he goes home too. 

The place is almost empty. 

 

He’s ridiculously easy to find. In fact, he’s inside the lion’s exhibit sweeping up with his push-broom. The 

gate into the cage is left open. The lions are presumably somewhere else, probably smaller indoor cages. 

 

So I text my homies where I’m at and soon all three of us are watching the old man push dirt around. 

 

We watch him for a little bit to make sure he’s alone, and then we move in on him. 

 

“Give us your wallet old man,” I say, walking through the cage’s door with a triumphant smile on my 

face.” 

 

“Yea!” Derek and Greg chorus behind me. I roll my eyes. 

 

The man has the same look on his face as last time. He’s too self-confident. I can fix that. 

 

“Didn’t you hear me?” I ask, walking up to him and grabbing him by the collar. I make a fist. “I’m going 

to pound your face in if you don’t give me what I want!” 

 

The man just smiles eerily. The dude must be suicidal. 

 

“Oh, I’ll give you something to be sure…” he whispers to me, then starts laughing. Then cackling. 

 

Soon his barking laughter is filling the air and echoing everywhere. 

 

“Shut up you fucking geiser!” I shout, and slam my fist into his jaw… but my hand just passes right 

through him and the old man dissolves in a mist. The laughter remains though. 

 

“What in the hell?” 

 

Derek and Greg are suddenly scared. I’m scared too. We all turn to find that the gate to the cage is 

closed. 

 

Fuck. 

 

The laughter stops, winding down like the end of a good joke. 

 



“Ohh, I haven’t had fun like this in ages…” he says, and we spin to face the old man standing outside the 

the cage. We run up to him and try to grab him through the bars. 

 

“You just wait until we get out of here you stupid cocksucker!” shouts Derek. 

 

“Oh, youth…” says the man. “It’s been forever and a day since I taught anybody a lesson. So many ‘good 

people’ nowadays, I just never had to. It’s a good thing to be sure, but I was getting bored. But you kids 

aren’t good people, are you?” 

 

“Hey, we’re not ‘kids’,” argues Greg. 

 

“Yea! And we’re gonna fuck you up when we get out of here!” adds Derek. 

 

“Funny you should say that,” grins the old man. 

 

“What the fuck do you mean?” Derek shouts, banging his fists against the steel bars. 

 

“Oh, don’t tell me you haven’t noticed it yet?” jeer’s the janitor. 

 

“Notice wha-” 

 

We all notice it about the same time. Derek’s chest. It’s starting to stick out. 

 

Me and Greg look down at ourselves, and are shocked to see our chests are expanding too. I place my 

hands over them and I can actually feel them growing. Holy shit, these can’t possibly be what I think 

they are? 

 

I look up at Derek and his eyes are wide with fear. He’s already a B cup going on C, and I can see his 

blocky body losing definition and becoming curvatious. Greg’s only at an A cup, but his nipples are 

extremely prominent now, sticking out into his white t-shirt and turning dark brown. 

 

I myself am only just now going on a B cup… but that’s already too huge! I don’t want tits man! 

 

“Hey!” I shout. “Stop it! What the hell are you doing?” 

 

“Teaching you three a lesson,” he answers. 

 

I can feel my skinny hips widening slightly. My waist pinching oh-so-discretely. My ass sticks out slightly 

more than it used to now. 

 

“James?!” Greg says, growing panicked. “What’s going on here? What’s happening to us?” 

 



“I don’t know!” I shout. Aw shit they’re still growing. I’m going to be a C cup if it doesn’t stop soon! 

Derek is nearly a D cup now, Greg’s breasts are still rather small though. Maybe AA. Lucky skinny 

mutherfucker… 

 

But wait! There’s more! My hair is lengthening, dropping past my shoulders, and my arms and legs are 

hairless now, but neither bothers me as much as my next realization. My eyes go wide as I realize that if 

this continues… 

 

“HEY!” I shout, banging on the bars as hard as I can. “STOP THIS! WE’RE SORRY OKAY? JUST STOP IT!” 

 

“Oh, you’re sorry alright,” says the janitor. “But not half as sorry as you’re going to be.” 

 

“Now look here!!” I shout, but am interrupted by a sudden stirring in my loins. Not the good kind. 

 

“Oh God please! We’ll do anything!!” I shout, begging now. Derek has started to cry and is staring at 

himself. Greg looks mildly dazed, a look of happy disbelief on his face. None of this can be real. 

 

But it is. 

 

“Jamie?” sobs Derek. 

 

“What?!” I shout at him, spinning around once again. My tits make themselves known by adding 

counterweight to my spin. 

 

But at least I don’t have melons like Derek. Jesus. 

 

“It’s gone,” he whispers. 

 

I want to pretend I don’t know what he’s talking about… but I do. I look at him in horror. 

 

He’s stopped changing, and is now just another fat cow that we’d probably make fun of. Well, not so 

much as fat as reaaaaly curvatious. He’s almost sexy now. Holy fuck, if I didn’t know he was a guy I might 

actually be turned on by him. DD breasts, a round sexy belly, big fat ass... I feel nauseous.  

 

“AH!” shouts Greg suddenly, and he’s grabbing hold of his crotch. “Fuck!” he shouts. “James! It’s 

slipping! Ohhh man!” 

 

With a long grunt followed by a shocked gasp he finally freezes where he stands. The look on his face is 

inscrutable. He’s gone pale. 

 

Greg’s turned into a tall, lanky, skinny chick. AA-cup breasts, but wide hips. Long, straight hair. Definitely 

fuckable… if it weren’t for the fact that he’s a freaking dude!! 



 

But that just leaves me next, and I can feel it already starting. My tits have stopped swelling in size 

underneath my shirt, which is a relief, and are small C-cups… but any size tits is too much tits for me! My 

tail end has become rather round. My stomach has flattened out completely. My hair has dropped down 

past my shoulder-blades, and is wavy. 

 

There’s nothing left to change but… 

 

“Eep!” I squeak in surprise as I feel a tugging sensation on my genitals. “No! No-no-no!” 

 

The evil janitor just grins at me. 

 

“What seems to be the problem?” he asks. 

 

“You’re fucking joking right?” I spit back, but my venom is lost as my voice settles into a soprano while 

my balls shrink. So does my dick. 

 

“Make it stop!” I scream as I try to stop the change, but I can’t hold on to my maleness as it gets smaller 

and smaller until… is disappears. A wet cleft in my groin opens up in its place. Stunned disbelief must be 

written all over my face. 

 

“There’s no way…” I mutter, unable to comprehend what’s happening. I can practically feel the changes 

inside my belly. I half imagine that I can feel the uterus that must now rest within me. 

 

There’s nothing left of me as a man. I feel tears threaten to break. 

 

“Take it back!” I cry, trying to sound threatening but failing miserably.  

 

“Never,” is all he says. Cruel laughter drips from his lips. “You will remember today for the rest of your 

lives. Your punishment is only just beginning.” 

 

And right on cue the sound of a metal gate opening directs our attention to the far end of the exhibit. 

The three male lions stride out from a hidden door like they own the place, and they do. 

 

All my problems up until now seem miniscule all of a sudden. 

 

“You can’t do this!” I shout shrilly. I can’t hardly breathe. I don’t want to die! 

 

Derek trips and falls on his big fat ass. Greg slowly backs up to stand next to me. 

 

“They’re gonna eat us?” he asks faintly, his voice hardly a peep due to fright. 

 



“Help me!” wails Derek. He’s trying to stand back up, but the lions are already surrounding him. He’s on 

his own. 

 

I can hardly watch: but the lions don’t look like they’re about to kill him. They seem more curious than 

anything, sniffing him and licking him. He actually starts laughing. 

 

“Hey, stop it!” he giggles as one lion licks his hair, and then another licks him across the boob. It then 

decides to take a small bite. 

 

“Ouch! Hey!” shouts Derek as one of the lions bites his breast gently, then rips its head away tearing a 

great big hole in his shirt. One of his tits immediately falls out the hole. We just stare. 

 

Derek is starting to get worried again and tries to stand up, but the lions keep knocking him down. The 

others start joining in and are tearing at his clothes with their teeth. Their very big, pointy, teeth. 

 

“Uh, guys? Please help me?” he whimpers as the rest of his shirt gets ripped away, leaving him topless. 

He’s got very big areolas. Me and Greg are speechless. 

 

“Aw come on! Don’t just stand there!” he practically shouts. “HELP ME!” 

 

We don’t say a word, but two of the lions turn to look our way. The third continues shredding Derek’s 

pants. 

 

“You stupid ass…” I mumble, backing up against the bars. There’s nowhere to run… but I can’t just stand 

here. 

 

I shove Greg towards the lions and take off for the gate. Wrong move. 

 

They completely ignore Greg and both chase after me. I don’t get halfway there: and even if I did the 

gate is locked tight. I’m immediately surrounded. 

 

The lions start biting at my shirt and pants, tearing little strips of cloth away and bumping me around. 

They’re surprisingly careful not to actually bite me.  

 

Then one of them tackles me. He’s so huge… his head is the size of a car tire. My entire head could fit in 

his mouth. 

 

He sticks his nose up under my tattered shirt and licks my belly while the other tears and licks at my 

jeans. 

 

I can’t help but laugh out loud: it tickles! The lions big, flat tongue has tiny barbs on it that scratch my 

skin. Then he sticks his head further up my shirt and starts licking my breasts. 



 

“Hey!” I shout, and start pushing at his head. “Make him stop!” 

 

The feeling of the lion licking my breasts… I don’t like it. Especially when his tongue runs over my 

nipples. It’s making me feel funny. 

 

“Greg? Where are you? You’ve got to help get these freaking cats off me!” 

 

I turn my head to look for Greg and find him in a corner, staring at Derek. 

 

I look at Derek and see that his pants are off, as are his underwear, shoes, and socks, and that the lion is 

licking him between his legs while holding him down with its paws. Derek himself is making shrill noises 

that I don’t like at all. 

 

I start pushing harder against the lion’s head as his tongue teases my nipples and drags across my skin, 

but it’s like trying to push against a boulder. I can feel myself growing wet between my legs as he licks 

me. 

 

“Oh no…” I say to myself, not believing what is happening. The other lion rips through my leather belt 

like it was made of paper. 

 

“Oh no you don’t!” I tell it, giving up on pushing the lion’s head away from my breasts and attempting to 

cover my… oh God his tongue feels good when it dips between my breasts. 

 

During my momentary lapse of rational thought the lion tears a rip down the front of my pants and 

exposes my boxers, I try to pull my pants back up, but he just tears more and more of it away. 

 

“No.. .please don’t,” I say, nearly crying as the lion snags my waistband and rips my trunks away from 

underneath my hands. 

 

I can feel it now, my fingers are touching it, coving my nakedness. It’s hot and wet and… oh please God 

don’t let the lion- 

 

“EEEP!” I scream as the lion pushes my hands away and licks me down there!! 

 

“AHHHHHEEEEEEIIII!!! AAhAAAAhEEEEEEEEIII!!!” 

 

The big cats tongue is dipping into the soft, yielding flesh between my legs. It runs over the mound and 

down into the cracks and crevices. It even dips inside of me a little, and occasionally drags against a 

button of hyper-sensitive flesh at the top of my mound that I instantly recognize as my clit. 

 

The other lion immediately loses interest in me and begins stalking Greg. 



 

Meanwhile my hips are held down by powerful paws, and my legs forced to remain apart by the rest of 

the lion as he lays down to lap away at the sweet nectar steadily flowing from me as my body betrays 

my will. 

 

“Oh please make him stop!” I cry out as I feel myself approaching orgasm. 

 

And it does stop… and I’m shocked to find myself immediately conflicted in body and mind. I desperately 

need him to continue. I absolutely don’t want him to. 

 

I needn’t have been so conflicted. I can see now, as the lion stands up, that his dark red erection is at full 

mast and he moves with intention of using it on me. 

 

In a far away corner of the exhibit Greg has been caught as well, and is shouting with a strange 

combination of joy and horror as the lion is already servicing him doggy style. The lion has his neck in his 

mouth to keep him complacent. Derek is still shrilly laughing and crying as the lion continues to lap at his 

honeypot. He shrieks as if in orgasm, and the lion continues unabated. 

 

Meanwhile my lion licks its lips as it moves to stand over me. 

 

It’s dick is massive, red, and pointed. A thick furry sheath hides most of his swollen shaft, and big furry 

balls swing between his legs. I can see that his dick has barbs on it, just the same as its tongue. I do not 

want that inside of me. 

 

I try to scoot backwards, away from his monster, but he just walks over and on top of me. Almost 

casually he places a gigantic paw on my belly and pins me to the ground. He lowers his head and 

resumes licking my nipples and I moan without meaning to… his big, flat tongue rasping over nearly my 

entire breast as he licks and licks. I hardly notice as he positions himself. 

 

But I do notice, at the last second. 

 

“No, wait!” I manage to say before he penetrates me. 

 

The tip of his dick enters my folds and parts my flesh like the bow of a great ship parting the ocean. He 

slides into me easily at first: but quickly he becomes too huge. His dick rapidly fills me up, and there is 

less and less give down there with every inch he forces into me. 

 

But he isn’t about to stop. 

 

I cry out in horror, if not in pain, as he forces his meat into me with one solid thrust: his cock sheath 

bunching up against my puss as his shaft slides deep into me. The only resistance he meets with is my 

tightness: cause I’m as wet and slippery down there as a penguin in an oil slick.  



 

And then I mooooan as he pulls out of me harshly. 

 

Now I feel the barbs on his dick pull at me on the way out, stimulating me enough to make me squeal as 

he thrusts into me again…. then shout again as he pulls out, the rasping of his dick on my genitalia 

generating insane sensations within me. Miniature orgasms rack my pelvis as my pussy spasms, and he 

thrusts back into my wildly out-of-control body and now I really am orgasming. 

 

After a few more thrusts he is too. I can feel his seed being ejected into me: hot and gooey. 

 

Then he rips himself from me and leaves me laying used in the dirt, the act of which only doubles the 

force of the violating orgasm attacking my body. 

 

After half a minute it’s over, and a warm glow fills me up. My self-satisfaction sickens me. What is wrong 

with me? 

 

I look up to see the janitor leering at me through the cage bars. 

 

“The fuck you looking at you fucking perv?” I demand. 

 

He just gestures in my direction, and only then do I notice the tail. 

 

I’ve got a tan, furry tail extending out of my tailbone. A real tail. A lion’s tail. 

 

I look over to see that Greg has long since been serviced, and he too has a tail… 

 

Derek is only now getting fucked, and is whimpering as his body shakes. As he’s getting pounded a tail of 

his own is extending out from his ass, curling and swaying as the lion screws him thoroughly, until they 

both climax and the lion dumps him on the ground to stew. 

 

“What the fuck is happening?” I ask, more to myself than anyone else. 

 

“You’re becoming lioness’s boy. You’re going to give us some cubs.” 

 

“You can’t do this!!” I shout, practically screaming. I’ve become hysterical without realizing it. I can feel 

the lion’s semen dripping from my crotch. “This is illegal!!” 

 

“Au contraire, my dear delinquent. Where is the letter of the law that forbids the mating of animals? 

Best look sharp boy: you’re in for a long night.” 

 

I look behind me to find my lion nearly upon me. 

 



“Again?!” I shout hysterically. I’m entirely naked before the beast, and my raised hands and arms bear 

little defense against him. He’s going to fuck me again. 

 

“Again, yes.” says the janitor. “And again and again. He will mate you about 40 times a day for the next 

three or four days: depending on how long you remain in heat.” 

 

My eyes go wide as the lion growls low at me. It’s obvious what he wants, and I’m too scared to deny 

him… but more than that I find myself irresistibly turned on. My sexual appetite: despite the nature of 

my body, is in overdrive. 

 

I tell myself that I don’t want to get hurt… but secretly I really want to get fucked again. It felt so good, 

and was so deeply satisfying, that I can’t help myself. I need that satisfaction again! I need it soon!! 

 

And so, resolving myself to my fate, I turn around and bend over. 

 

He needs no second invitation, leaping onto my back and penetrating me swiftly. Seven inches of lion 

dick fills me like I’ve never been filled before as a man. His barbs rake the walls of my puss. I scream in 

orgasm much faster than him once again, and once again he fills me with seed and leaves me panting 

while he goes and licks himself clean, preparing for the next round. 

 

I feel bigger. More lean and strong. My body has become slightly furry. 

 

“Oh fuck…” I manage to say between pants. 

 

And in mere minutes he comes to service me again. And again. And again. 

 

My appetite does not diminish. The sex feels better every time. My body changes dramatically from a 

frail human to a powerful lioness. I gain three extra sets of teats. My vagina changes shape, and even 

more pleasure erupts from it with each successive coupling. My body becomes quadrupedal, my skin 

furred, and my senses sharp as my new claws. 

 

When the lion returns to mate me again, I slowly lose my fear of him, and he grows weary of me. We 

hardly pay attention to the other lions in the exhibit. We just fuck like rabbits. 

 

Dawn arrives, and tourists snap pictures of us as we casually fuck. Sex in front of strangers turns out to 

be a turn on for me. I roar and put on a show as my needs are met. I find that if the male doesn’t service 

me once or twice an hour, or more even, my body grows desperate. I find that I occasionally need to 

remind him that I need it again, and once or twice am actually forced to badger him into giving it to me. 

 

We take short, hour long rests of respite. I wake from these cat-naps ravenous for sex: all other 

thoughts and needs are secondary. Once upon waking my male he growled at me, wanting to sleep 



longer, and I had to put him in his place with a smack. He might be the man of the relationship: but so 

help me he isn’t going to shirk fucking me.  

 

And so a day passes. Then two. Then three. As the fourth day wears on I find my drive to mate lessening 

considerably. Derek and Greg both stopped yesterday, and today my servicing’s grow farther apart until 

I find that I haven’t had sex in over two hours, and don’t feel obligated to neither. The sun is setting, and 

I find myself restless. I am a creature of the night now. 

 

The janitor visits us as the park closes, as he does every day since we met him. I tried to attack him the 

first time he entered our cage, but with no more luck than the first time I swung at him, and have since 

stopped bothering. He says that once we raise some cubs he’ll make us human again if we want. 

 

As weeks pass and we wile away the hours playing games and learning the subtle language of the lion 

(almost entirely body language), we grow heavy with our respective litters. We get audiences with vets 

and film crews. We grow friendly with the zoo staff, most of whom either don’t know of our condition or 

don’t care, and get along nicely with the tourists. 

 

Then over three months have passed just like that, and we’re all very heavy with our young. I learned 

that I have four cubs within me, Derek has three, and Greg has two. My teats have become swollen with 

milk in preparation for what I know is going to happen whether I want it to or not. I find myself both 

fearful and anticipatory.  

 

Then the day comes when Greg goes into labor, and I watch in fear as his birth is assisted by humans. His 

roars of pain hurt my ears, and I cringe in sympathy for him for I know that my turn will soon come. He 

births two healthy cubs, and quickly they find their mother’s milk and the look on his face is beyond 

priceless as they drink from him. I’m amaze to realize that I’m jealous of him. I need not be: I’ll soon 

have cubs of my own. 

 

Then it’s Derek’s time, and he didn’t acclimate to his new condition as well as either me or Greg. He had 

been distraught for the past week as he knew it could happen any day. He never was one that could 

tolerate any sort of pain, but after a long and drawn out few hours he too is done and happily nursing, 

purring like crazy despite himself. 

 

And almost immediately after I feel my water break, and contractions grip my insides. I’ve never before 

felt cramping like this, and the pain nearly has me in tears, but as the labor continues I realize that there 

are entire worlds of pain for which I have not been prepared for… and then it’s over, and I have four 

beautiful cubs: two male and two female. I clean them thoroughly and make sure they are completely 

healthy, and the vets are wise enough to refrain from going near them. 

 

And then I nose them up to my side so that they can find my milk and have their first meal. Sweet 

mother Mary and Joseph it felt better than sex. The relief of milk from my swollen teats is to this day the 

most sensational feeling in the world to me. 



 

It’s an absolute joy watching them as they grow. They all explode in size and strength, and they all play 

with each other well. After half a year goes by they’ve started to become too large for nursing, and we 

each cooperate to wean them all off milk (for our cubs nurse indiscriminately). 

 

The janitor is good to his promise, in a fashion. He gives us the ability to become human: but we are no 

longer male, nor are we no longer lions: in order to remain human it requires diligent concentration. 

Derek left the zoo, but me and Greg stayed, though we are allowed to come and go. The zoo explains 

our occasional absences while we’re gone, and the janitor fully compensates us with money for our time 

spent in the zoo. We visit Derek and he visits us, but our home is in the zoo now: in our strange pride 

with three head males. Us females want for nothing when we enter estrus, that’s for sure.  

 

We have many cubs: most of which are taken from us when they grow older. All of them are as smart as 

humans, though they are careful not to be too smart for their own good, and me and Greg expounded 

upon the lion’s natural language so that we could have real conversations with our young. 

 

In the end we each ended up living long and fulfilling lives. We even visited Africa once, and although as 

much fun as it was I’m unsure of how much I’d enjoy living there. A cage, in the end, is better than being 

homeless and hunted. 

 

To this day I’m not sure who or what our three males were. They’re uncannily intelligent, and I suspect 

they were once human as well, but they never leave the cage and never change shape. Perhaps it would 

be just as well if they were just smart felines, but our kinship and connection with them is as deep as any 

married couple’s would be, even if we live the life of a harem. The sex is definitely worth the rest of it all 

put together in my opinion though: nobody but nobody fucks like a male lion.  

 

I’m not entirely sure if we ever learned our lesson from the old janitor though. I guess the joke’s on him. 


